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A beacon of light illuminates the bathroom doorway

I am greeted by the gently humming sound of a fan

A familiar face stares back at me with those moon shaped eyes

As I closed the door from within the bathroom

I notice a brownish speck being revealed from underneath

As the rush of air that passes by the brown speck resides

I finally start to contemplate what this thing might be

I bend down in order to examine this enigmatic speck more closely

Then without of doubt I know exactly what it is

This brownish speck was not a speck at all

It had six flaccid lifeless legs that pointed upward towards the ceiling

This repugnant creature made my skin crawl

With its cloudy black eyes and its shell-like exterior

I do not wish to personally dispose of this creature

It was the nocturnal hour and I was alone

So I grabbed an empty envelop and attempted to scoop it up

As I did it began to squirm slowly in a cha-cha like motion

This deeply perturbed me and I was in slight shock

This was no exoskeleton cadaver

This was a struggling bug that had a grim fate

Inevitably it was going to have to die

I scanned the bathroom for potential lethal weapons

The first thing I grabbed was a can of air freshener

The creature began to squirm more rapidly

As it drowned in the lemon scent froth

The squirming eventually stopped

It hurts me to torture anything, even a bug like this

I shrug off this homicide and proceed to grab my tripod

I tapped it and to my surprise it moved a single leg

It was still alive how was this possible

The tremendous pain and agony it most being going through

With slight hesitation I punctured the exoskeleton

The sound of a loud crunchy sound made me cringe

I tap it again hoping that the termination was over

But it still moved ever so slightly

Once again I smash this poor thing to a flat lifeless body

Without checking I pick up it up with the butt of my tripod

I quickly toss it into the toilet bowl

I watched as it floated in this cesspool of filth

Some limbs aimlessly floated astray from the creature

I cannot stand to look at this pathetic broken body

As I flush it down into the sewers



I wonder to myself is it over

Here I am traumatized over a little half dead cockroach

But I’m not the one swirling down into tunnel of human waste


